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Watch the video  
here on our new  
YouTube channel  
"System Q CCTV"

Installer Details:

These superb little Baluns are pocket rockets when it comes to sending HD video signals up 
to 4K down either CAT5 or 6 cable! We have tested them with 2MP, 5MP and 4K cameras and 
they perform flawlessly producing great quality images. They are sold in pairs and you put the 
Transmitter at the Camera end and the Receiver at the DVR end. Each Balun pair uses one pair 
of cores out of a CAT5/6 cable so you can send 4 cameras down a standard 4 pair cable but 
remember you will still need to power the camera which if you use all cores for video would 
mean local power for the camera.

4K - Passive 1 Ch Baluns (Pair)
... works with our latest 4K cameras

 y Works with 4K, TVI, CVI, AHD & CVBS 
 y Colour Coded Rx (Blue) & Tx (Red) Baluns
 y Pigtail Connection for Easy Cabling
 y No Power Required
 y 4K up to 130m TX

 y HD up to 250m TX
 y CVBS up to 400m TX
 y Works on CAT 5,  6 & 7
 y Video -BNC Plug
 y Push Down Terminals

BAL4KP

SPECIFICATION
Screw Down Terminals 
Max TX Distance 400m 

Video Bandwidth 71Mhz 
Ø39 x 21 x 17mm (Ex. Fly Lead)

up to 400m

Top Tip
BAL4KP has slightly different electronics to standard baluns, they 
are supplied as a TX / RX pair but are handily colour coded with the 
red TX balun going at the camera end of your CAT5 cable.

Bulk Buy !!
... save £££s on HD 4K baluns

 y Blister Packed in Pairs

Code Description
BAL4K-BULK 50 Pairs - BAL4KP

The BAL4KPs are designed to click together for really neat and professional installation.  
For example, you can click two Baluns together to make a two camera Balun.

Backwards compatible with old CVBS CCTV cameras these are a definite choice to keep in the 
tool box and with bulk discounting available a popular buy.

These HD baluns cover all bases when you’re out and about 
installing CCTV on a daily basis. Working with 4K, TVI, CVI, AHD 
and even CVBS cameras why use anything else? They even slot 
together to make neat multi-way balun units.

Up to 400m TX

TX Distances
4K 130m
HD 250m

CVBS 400m

Code:  
BAL4K-BULK
(50 x BAL4KP)

Code Description
BAL4KP Pair of (Pigtail) HD 4K Baluns

Great slot 
together design!

Introduction to Baluns
Baluns contain small signal transformers that are specially tuned to match the cables impedance and convert the 

unbalanced signal to a balanced one. PASSIVE baluns just have the transformers and very little else in them.  On some 
PASSIVE baluns that carry video and data signals, the data “terminals” do not go through a transformer or any other electronics 

and are a direct electrical connection to the CAT5 cable. These “terminals” can be useful for lots of purposes including sending 
low voltage (5 or 12V) from one balun to another.

Best 
Seller!

Send 4K images up to 130m over CAT5


